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Procurement?

It is often asserted that EU Directives on public procurement are a barrier to increased levels of sourcing and hence local 

economic development. Adherence to such Directives is part of the Single Market and hence Brexit may provide 

opportunity. It is worth noting however:

• Since 2014 (at least) it has been possible to include social and environmental outcomes within public sector contracts, as well as 

provide a high level of support to SMEs wishing to participate in public sector supply chains. Both these elements might de facto 

advantage local bidders, but the UK has not been in the vanguard in applying them.

• Work over a long period by Kevin Morgan from the University’s School of Geography and Planning and his colleagues suggests that 

the public sector in Wales is under-resourced and under-skilled in the area of procurement, and hence we are unlikely to reap the 

benefits of any loosening of the procurement reins – particularly at a time when austerity places lowest cost above (wider) best value.

• Wales has a very underdeveloped sector in terms of large ‘first tier’ suppliers, for example in construction and food. The story here is 

thus one of Wales losing out to rest-of-UK competitors more than rest-of-EU, a situation perhaps unlikely to change much post-Brexit.

The above suggests the public sector in Wales must work very hard – and very differently – to turn any theoretical Brexit 

procurement advantage into a reality.
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Summary

• Brexit likely to hit Wales hard – arguably most exposed part of the UK

• Unlike Scotland & NI there is no ‘Brexit martyr’ myth to unite us in charting a least-

worst path – we’ve made our bed!

• Additionally, we fall between several stools – no strong, distinctive economy & 

government nor of key Brexit/security importance & close to UK government – we 

lack internal and external political capital

• Indeed Brexit exposes key fault lines within Welsh society, mostly, but not wholly, 

between Valleys & Coast

• ‘Solving’ these problems requires a completely different approach to economic 

development & civic governance

• …which we have shown no appetite for since devolution
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